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Meet Smurfit Kappa Group 

Smurfit Kappa Group (SKG) is a major global 

player in the paper packaging sector and a 

market leader in Europe and Latin America.  

The scope of SKG:

 } 17 subsidiary offices and a presence in more 

than 70 countries

 } Invoice workload: more than 600,000 

invoices per year

Product in use: ReadSoft Invoices 

Implemented in: Accounts Payable

Integration: SAP

When an international company is seeking an accounts payable 

solution, it needed a partner that is capable of accompanying it in 

every country in which it is established. With 17 subsidiary offices 

and a presence in more than 70 countries, ReadSoft was the ideal 

solution for paper-packaging giant Smurfit Kappa Group (SKG) when 

the company launched a project to optimize its supplier invoice 

handling processes.

Challenge

When the company launched a project to improve its supplier invoice handling 

process, the sheer volume of the project was the greatest challenge. Smurfit Kappa 

had used OCR solutions to capture invoice data, but these technologies had 

become obsolete. Meanwhile, more than 600,000 invoices needed to be processed 

in SAP and managed in the national CSP (Centre for Shared Services).

Automation advantages in a shared services environment

Encouraged by an initial experience with invoice automation, Smurfit Kappa’s 

objectives were clear: 

 } Find a partner capable of accompanying the group in the deployment of a 

solution in each of its shared services centers in Europe

 } Implement an efficient process that was completely integrated with SAP

 } Gain control and visibility into the workflow

 } Increase the productivity of the supplier accounts function

Solution

Given SKG’s clear objectives it was no surprise that the company should choose 

ReadSoft from Lexmark—a global leader with a SAP-certified invoice automation 

solution. 

ReadSoft from Lexmark: the best option for SKG 

David Bonnet, SAP Business Development Manager with SKG, was in charge of 

the project. “ReadSoft offered us a solution that completely fulfilled our objectives, 

most notably in its integration capability and SAP certification, but also in terms 

of its performance with regard to recognizing data,” Bonnet says. “Moreover, 

ReadSoft benefits from genuine expertise and solid references in the field of CSP 

accounting, which was what finally convinced us.”



Results

The project has been launched in several sites in France and abroad, depending 

on the CSP solution deployed in each country. These include the UK and Ireland, 

Austria, the Czech Republic and Slovakia, Sweden, the Benelux countries, Denmark, 

and Germany. Implementation in each country takes around three months. 

Significant gains in productivity 

The project started in 2009, and today the benefits of implementing the ReadSoft 

solution completely match the objectives SKG set. 

“We have doubled EFT productivity (Equivalent Full-Time) in the CSPs that were 

using the old OCR systems and quadrupled productivity in those CSPs that were 

continuing to process invoices manually,” Bonnet says. 

ReadSoft’s ability to work efficiently with SKG systems also has been a good fit.

“We have forged a really strong partnership with Smurfit Kappa, which has been 

and remains a key criteria of success when it comes to accompanying our client 

in the deployment of its CSPs in Europe,” says Christophe Rebecchi, Managing 

Director of ReadSoft, France. “Our international coverage, in addition to our 

expertise when it comes to the deployment of international projects, have also 

been crucial to the success of this long-term project.”
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 “  We quadrupled productivity 
in those CSPs that were 
continuing to process invoices 
manually.”

David Bonnet
SAP Business Development Manager

Smurfit Kappa Group (SKG)
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Industry-leading business process automation

In 2014, Lexmark International, a global technology 

leader, acquired ReadSoft, a leading provider of 

applications for automating business processes. 

Together, they offer an unmatched solution for 

financial process automation. Lexmark enterprise 

software, hardware and services remove the 

inefficiencies of information silos and disconnected 

processes, connecting people to the information they 

need at the moment they need it. This case study 

reflects ReadSoft products and positioning at the 

time of acquisition and has been approved for use.


